Abstract

DYRK1A disorder is among the most frequent monogenic forms of intellectual disability (ID). The majority of cases have been reported to be due to de novo pathogenic variants in DYRK1A gene. This report describes the second case of inherited DYRK1A syndrome that had created issues around variant classification due to its inheritance from an apparently healthy mosaic mother.
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Background

DYRK1A syndrome is a rare neurodevelopmental disorder that was first described in 2008, and characterized by peculiar facial gestalt and neurological manifestations including microcephaly, global developmental delay, mild to severe intellectual disability, speech impairment, behavioral issues such as autism spectrum disorder, and seizures. Other frequent clinical features include short stature, musculoskeletal defects, ocular, cardiac, and urogenital anomalies [1]. As far as we know, all previously reported cases of DYRK1A syndrome were mostly due to de novo pathogenic variant in DYRK1A gene except for one reported case of transmission through a parent [2,3]. Here, we report another case of a child with inherited DYRK1A syndrome due to maternal mosaicism.

Case Report

A six-year-old girl was born to consanguineous parents after an uneventful pregnancy and had a normal birth history. She presented with global developmental delay and autistic behavior. She was non-verbal and had no vocabulary. However, she understood simple commands. She had a history of simple febrile seizures but no seizure disorder that required anti-seizure medications. On physical examination, she looked alert, active and followed one-step commands. Her head circumference was 45 cm (below 3rd%ile; -4.7 SD). She had distinct dysmorphic features in form of a low anterior hairline, deep-set eyes, thick eyebrows, slightly up-slanted palpebral fissures, smooth short philtrum, prominent nasal root, a thick helix of ears and microretrognathia (Figure 1). She had a wide-based unsteady gait. She had normal muscle tone, power, and deep tendon reflexes in all four limbs. She had an abnormal finger to nose test partly due to difficulty in understanding commands with no tremor. Chest, cardiac and abdominal exams were within normal. Brain MRI was not performed in her case. Mother of the child was a 23-year-old woman,
who was healthy and had normal intellect. She completed her bachelor’s degree and had an excellent academic performance. She denied any history of learning difficulties or medical issues. Her physical examination revealed a head circumference of 52.5 cm (at 4th percentile), and minor dysmorphic features in form of prominent nasal root and micrognathia but otherwise rest of the exams were unremarkable. Whole exome sequencing of the child was performed in a clinical molecular diagnostic laboratory. It showed a heterozygous novel likely pathogenic variant (NM_001396.4) (c.1560del; p.T521Qfs*71) in DYRK1A gene. Parental studies, which sanger sequencing tests were performed in a different clinical molecular diagnostic laboratory, identified the proband’s mother as heterozygous for the same variant (c.1560del; p.T521Qfs*71); and reclassified by the laboratory as a variant of unknown significance. The variant was not detected in the father’s sample. Given the lack of neurological manifestations related to DYRK1A syndrome in the mother, Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) based analysis of DYRK1A gene was performed again in the mother using blood and buccal swab samples. This variant was detected at an allele frequency of 14% (total number of reads was 117) in the blood sample (Figure 2). NGS analysis on buccal swab detected allele frequency of 16.1% (total number of reads 87) confirming somatic mosaicism in mother. This null variant (c.1560del; p.T521Qfs*71) in DYRK1A gene is predicted to cause nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) as it is not located in the last exon. Confirmation of NMD by mRNA study would further validate the pathogenicity of this variant however we were unable to pursue such study due to a lack of research laboratory resources.

Discussion

The DYRK1A (dual-specificity-tyrosine-phosphorylation-regulated-kinase-1A) gene is located within the critical region of Down syndrome on chromosome 21 [1]. It encodes a protein that has a kinase domain, leucine zipper motif, nuclear targeting signal sequence, and a conserved 13-consecutive-histidine repeat. This enzyme plays a role in phosphorylation of serine and threonine residues in targeted proteins in addition to autophosphorylation of tyrosine residues in its own activation loop [4,5]. DYRK1A deficient mice (Dyrk1a−/− mutants) display a smaller brain size (30%) compared to wild-type mice, and they show growth retardation, behavioral defects, and altered motor activity due to dopaminergic dysfunction (Fotaki, et al., 2002) (Fotaki V. M., 2004) (Martinez de Lagran, 2007). In humans, DYRK1A has been proposed to be linked mental retardation, given its localization to the minimal overlapping region observed in affected individuals with partial monosomy (Matsumoto, 1997). Moreover, A de novo truncation of DYRK1A gene due to balanced translocations was detected in two unrelated patients with prenatal onset intrauterine growth retardation, microcephaly, developmental delay, and seizure disorder [6]. The phenotypic spectrum of DYRK1A syndrome has become more delineated after subsequent case report descriptions of similar manifestations due to different pathogenic variants in DYRK1A gene. Common clinical features observed in these cases include peculiar dysmorphic facies, speech impairment, intellectual disability with a variable frequency of microcephaly, and epilepsy [1,5,7-10]. Based on a previous review study, eighty-four people with DYRK1A variants were reported; 60.7% had loss of function variants, 17.9% had missense variants, 11.9% had splice-site variants, and 8.3% had larger deletions. The mode of inheritance in these patients was de novo in 84.5% ; and unknown in 15.5%.[2]. Also, there was only one reported case of inherited DYRK1A from a mosaic father whose clinical features were not reported [3]. Reduced penetrance is not thought to be a feature of this gene given the lack of reported asymptomatic individuals harboring germline pathogenic variants in this gene. Our case was the second to be described as inherited DYRK1A syndrome. The phenotype of the proband was strongly correlated with DYRK1A syndrome; and WES revealed a heterozygous null frameshift variant (c.1560del; p.T521Qfs*71) in DYRK1A gene that has not been reported previously. The variant was found to be inherited from the mother, who was healthy from a neurological perspective with normal cognitive functions, and this led to the reclassification of the variant to a variant of unknown significance by the molecular laboratory. Given the proband’s phenotype and what is known about DYRK1A syndrome, we pursued further testing for possible mosaicism in the mother using blood and buccal swab samples. After all, the NGS-based analysis of DYRK1A gene in the mother plus the maternal transmission of the variant to proband suggested the presence of gonadosomatic mosaicism of this variant in the mother. The normal intellect of the mother is then attributed to the variable level of mosaicism in different organ tissues and probably the absence of this variant in her central nervous system. That being said, there were limitations in the mosaicism analysis. Depth of coverage encompassing the DYRK1A gene in the mother’s NGS analysis was limited in blood and buccal swab samples (the number of reads were 117x and 87x respectively) which might not reflect the exact rate of mosaicism. Regardless, the reported low level of mosaicism in the mother is highly correlated with the lack of neurological manifestations in her. In conclusion, DYRK1A syndrome could be inherited from a mosaic parent. Thus, if a likely pathogenic variant is detected in a parent who lacks the clinical features of this syndrome, determining the level of mosaicism could be helpful before downgrading the class of variant.
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